
Talented Jteens 

NEW! - Weekly Friday Night Services

Jewelry making, tie- dying 
T-shirts and making rice 
crispy treats, are just some of 
the activities done at the last 
couple of Jteens meetings. 

The first hour is spent 
discussing very important 
moral ethics, such as freedom 
of speech, free choice and how 
Judaism relates to these topics.
The girls then get to enjoy 
a variety of activities while 
socializing with other girls.

Friday night services are 
taking place now weekly! 
The kids sing with the adults 
the Lecha Dodi, and then 
join a Children's program. A 
basketball hoop was installed 
for the big boys to enjoy after 
they finish their prayer. Come 
& help build our synagogue…  
you will enjoy it!

Rice Crispy treats- YUM!! Check out our bracelets!
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Tiger Mother
Author Amy Chua triggered 
a heated conversation 
advocating the Asian 
approach of tough Chinese 
mothering to raise 
accomplished and successful 
children.

Throughout history, the 
Yiddishe Mama was a strong 
force in the education of her 
children, pushing for the 
“doctor” and “lawyer.” But it 
was not done the Tiger Mother 
way – because with love (and 
a dose of Jewish guilt) one 
can reach even higher. The 
Jewish culture also achieved 
the goals of raising educated 
and accomplished children 
but we did it the Jewish way, 
with high expectations – and 
love.

CHABAD JEWISH CENTER
OF PUDONG

WHERE EvERy JEW IS FAMIly 

Vila # 69, 2255 Luoshan Road, 
Pudong, Shanghai, 200235 CHINA

罗山路2255弄近花木路汤臣湖庭 
  别墅69号

Phone: 86.21.5878.2008
Fax: 86.21.5879.3689

Email: info@JewishPudong.com
Website: JewishPudong.com

rabbi’s Message C H A B A D  J E W I S H  C E N T E R  O F  P U D O N G
ב"ה

Yuval creates earringsSarah looks at her productKate tie-dyes her T-shirt

JWC Pesach Around the World 

The  Perez family

The Pudong Jewish 
community is more than just a 
community,  it is an extended 
family for many of us especially 
my family. We were always 
concerned at what kind of 
Jewish exposure our girls, Ella 
(4) and Mia (2) , would get 
in Shanghai and we couldn’t 
have been more surprised. 
The remarkable thing is the 
diversity of the community and 
its various degrees of religious 
observance. Everyone is 
welcome wholeheartedly 
by Rabbi Avraham and 
Nechamie representing the 
true spirit of Judaism! Highly 
recommended!

Reouven, Sharon, Ella and Mia 
Perez

Invitation
For those men who want a 
little “food for the soul”, there 
is a Power Breakfast hosted 
by the Rabbi every Thursday 
morning at the Perez’s office 
for over a year now! We start 
off by donning teffilin and 
then over bagels/croissants/
cream cheese/ lox and primo 
Italian coffee, discuss various 
Jewish ideas from evolution 

to the meaning of kosher to 
why Jackie Mason makes us 
howl! Casual and informal, it is 
a great weekly escape from the 
Shanghai day to day. Consider it 
like  “Kabbalah Lite” !
 
Every Thursday except holidays 
from 7:30 to 8:30 am at China 
1 Link offices, 60 Mudan Rd, 
(corner Pujian Rd), Dongchen 
Bldg. Suite # 1903.

The room for the children’s program Weekly Synagogue

Community’s Voice 

Girls night out... having fun Priority game  

Hagit giving a Passover 
cooking presentation

Pastry cornucopia shaping 
with Sharon Perez 

Paskal and Olesya try on 
different hats 
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Purim in the royal Palace

Adults and children in 
costume, came to Purim in 
the palace, high in spirit. 
After hearing the Purim story 
and twirling the Graggers, the 
carnival began. 
Kids had a fabulous time 
running from booth to booth 
doing lots of activities and 
winning many prizes.
The party concluded with 
a fascinating Bubble 
show.  Bubbles were flying 
everywhere. Some children 
were even placed in a bubble!

Happy Purim!

The winner of the wonder 
box!!

Bubbleman Show- Cool!Hit the target - Sponge Haman! 

Kids squirt the candles at the king's feast
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Reading the Megila in the palaceMoses and Pharaoh are making peace 

The Rich children win a  gold fish Purim princesses

Thanks to:
Nir and limor lazaros
For general help and running 
the carnival 

Hagit Kreinen 
Gala lusetsky
For cooking a delicious feast

Olesya Kohimina 
Sharon Perez
For the tasty Hamantashen

Sol Kalnicki
For the beautiful Purim sign

Isaac Epstein 
For running the Multimedia

Hadar Sella, Sharon Perez, 
Olesya Kohimina,  
& to all the teens: 
Rivkah Azulay, Meredith 
Gottbetter, lyle Kahn, Daniel 
Keinan, Eliana Keinan & 
friend, Oran Rahamim, 
Sarah Shaya, & Meshi Sella,  
For running the best Carnival 
ever! 

A Hebrew School That Makes Learning real

At Pudong Hebrew School 
learning becomes alive 
through hands-on activities. 
Children are excited and 
enthusiastic about what 
they are learning . 

Aleph Bet Candy Land game Children dress up in the king's palace

Yoav & Yonatan paint masks for Purim Kids shop at the pet shop

Max baking HamantashenDaniella shapes a Nun out 
of foil

Ophir experiments with yeast

Thanks! We would like to extend our thanks to our generous supporters:

Sponsors 2011  

Joseph Weintraub 
reouven & Sharon Perez
Morris & Hanna Ohana 
Eyal Bafri 
Anonymous

Partners  2011
Michael & Elanna Bruck
Isaac Epstein 
Shlomo & Osnat Fridman
glenn & Pei-wen Leibowitz 
Ishai Bettan

Pinchas Calafiura 
Steve Fieldman
Jason roswig

Sponsors of the monthly 
Friday Night buffet meal:
March: glenn & Pei-wen 
Lewkowicz
April: Brian & Joyce 
gottbetter

Contributors
David Kampf
robert reisner
Eric and Lauren Muhlheim

Donations listed are from January 2011 - March 2011
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